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Some experiments pertaining to the magnetite-ulvtispinel miscibility gap
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Abstract

Hydrothermal experiments on the join Feron-FerTioo are consistent with-but do not
conclusively prove-the existence of a miscibility gap having a consolute temperature of
565115"C and composition near MtrrUspo, for the pure magnetite-ulvtispinel join. These re-
sults appear to conflict with the conclusion of Price (preceding paper) that the consolute point
for natural magnetite-ulvcispinel intergrowths lies at or below 490oC. The experirnents can
be reconciled if (a) the presence of several percent MgO in the natural specimens depresses
the consolute point, or (b) the experiments reported here failed to attain equilibrium-a real
possibility since they have not been strictly reversed.

Introduction

In the preceding paper, Price (1981) argues
strongly that the consolute temperature of the mag-
netite-ulvdspinel (Mt-Usp) miscibility gap lies below
490oC, that is, more than 100'C below the generally
accepted value of -600'C (Vincent et al.,1957). In
196'l-68,I made a series of experiments on the Mt-
Usp join. The results, while not conclusive, seemed
generally compatible with those of Vincent et al., so I
never completed or published them. Price's manu-
script prompted a careful review of these old experi-
ments; they do nol disprove Price's low consolute
temperature, but they do provide permissive evi-
dence for a consolute point at a higher temperature
(565+l5oc) and a slightly asymmetric composition
(probably near MtrrUsp4s, mole percent) for the pure
FerOo-FerTiOo join. The discrepancy between our
results may reflect the effect of minor constituents
such as Mg in Price's natural samples or it may re-
flect a failure of my experiments to reach equilib-
rium-a very real possibility since they are not re-
versed in a strict sense.

Experimental details

The starting materials for the experiments were
single-phase powders of synthetic IJspro, U.prr,
Llspor, IJspuo, and Uspro; for most runs, two of these
spinels were ground together (under ethanol in an
0003-004x/8 I /0708-0759$02.00

agate mortar for one hour) to provide a two-phase
mechanical mixture of the desired bulk composition.
Other runs were made on single phases of inter-
mediate composition. Approximately 100 mg of pow-
der was sealed with 5-10 wLVo H2O in AgroPdro cap-
sules. Most of these capsules were then sealed with
wustite-magnetite (WM) or iron-magnetite (IM) buf-
fer * H,O in Au capsules. The WM buffer (IM below
570'C) was chosen because Mt-Usp solutions rang-
ing from Uspo to lJspro are stable at the oxygen fuga-
city it imposes (Lindsley, 1962).I hoped that the hy-
drothermal environment would enhance reaction
rates. The external pressure medium for most experi-
ments was methane (rather than HrO) so as to extend
the life to the buffers. Some buffers still did not last
for the duration of the experiment, and minor
amounts of ilmenite formed in them (Table l). Two
capsules without buffer were nrn in an Ar-H, mix-
ture at I kbar;'the H, content was maintained at 30G-
500 bars through a Pt membrane.

Compositions of run products were estimated from
the positions of the (40), (620), and (622) peaks on
X-ray diffraction patterns, which were obtained ei-
ther at a scan rate of 0.125o20/min. or through step-
scans at 0.01/20 per 100 sec. The calibration curves
were based on the unit-cell values (Lindsley, 1965) as
modified by some additional points. The rather large
uncertainties reported for many compositions (Table
l) reflect the lack of sharpness in the corresponding
X-ray peaks.
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Table l. Experiments pertaining to the Mt-Usp miscibility gap

Ru # Starting reterial
Bulk Phases

Temp. oc Buffersr turation Products
mediw davs

u"P5o

---50

u"P5o

u"P5o

usp.^

u"P48

U"prU

u"P35

---35

utP3r

u"P33

2-ph

2-p})

2-ph

2-ph

1-Ph

1-ph

1-ph

2-ph

2-ph

2-ph

r-ph

ltM*

lJIi!; CHn

IMTCH4

1Y;CH4

I M ; C H 4

1lt; CH4

IM; CH4

1411; CH4

WM; CH4

WI'l;tr4

IMrAr+H2

AT+H' -  - 2

usp." . ,

utP5Bt4

u"P6:t4

u"n6oan
-- '53!4

u"P6oa4

7'7 U"p4g_S:

5r  u tP45-55

66 U"p32t4t

66  u"P33t4 t

151- U"p4grt

!32 u"p4atz

It5 U.p4Bt2

118 Usp-^  .  ̂-  
33 !2

1 I 8  U s p ^ -  .  ̂ ;-  
J b ! 5

r2L u"P36t3t

321**  Usp^- .  ̂ i-  
3642

24o u"P3g!1t

Broad peaks, but virtually horcg-
enized; no i l-n.

Broad peaks, bu! nedly homogen-
izedt no i lm or relic Usplo.

Much relic UspIOr minor i ln.

Much reLic UspIO; minor i lm.

Peaks intlistinguishable fron start-
ing naterial

Peaks are b:?ad:r, and o1-a2 separ-
ation less distinct

Peaks are broader. anal qt-q2 separ-
ation less dislinct

Sti l l  sone Usplo, Uspr5o; no i lm.

Much relic UsItlO; no i ln.

Much relic Usplor possible minor i ln.

Minor relic UsPrO; contains reo

Run was reduced; contarns Feo

5 7 5

576

577

578

579

580

62r

623

624

630

631

560

540

580

600

580

570

550

560

Except as noted, all runs Here Mde at I kbat toxaT pressure. Tw-phase (2-ph) rachanical mixxutes (of tIE bulk conEP-
sitions indicateil) rete rede bV grind.ing togeXhet Uspjo and UspgT for one lput in an agate rcrtar. fhe thtee-phase (i-ph)

mixture was equircTar arcunts of Uspfo, Usp33, and usp6o. Compsitions of ru pxoducts rere estjmted using (440), (620) '
ad (622) Tnak ynsitions on x-tav dititactoglans, "er-o\a peaks" inilicates a singie mxinun but wixh a btoad width-at-

half-height intetpreted as tesiduaL zoning in an essentiaTl.g lprcgenized MteriaL.
*Pressure redium,2 kbar H2O.

**Init iaTTy 8t dags with IM buffet in l- kbar CH4 redium; remaining 240 dags in Ar + H2 at PTot = I kbat' with 300-5OO bH2.

Results

Most of the experiments (Table l) were of the dis-
solving (homogenization) type, that is, mechanical
mixtures of phases (whose individual compositions
lie outside the miscibility gap) are allowed to dissolve
mutually. Complete homogenization shows that the
bulk composition chosen lies outside the miscibility
gap. Partial reaction shows that either (a) equilib-
rium was not attained or (b) the bulk composition
lies within the two-phase field, in which case the
compositions of the run products place outer limits
on the width of the miscibility gap at the temperature
of the experiment. Results of exsolution experi-
ments-in which a single phase lying within the two-
phase field is allowed to exsolve-may aid in distin-
guishing between cases (a) and (b).

The experiments at 600oC appear essentially to
have reached equilibrium. Both mechanical mixtures
(nos. 572, 621) have virtually homogenized. The re-
sults at 580'C are less clear-cut: the near-homoge-
nization of the Uspro mechanical mixtures (#575)
and the persistence of Uspo, (#578) strongly suggest
that those compositions lie outside the miscibility gap
at 580oC. But the Usp' mechanical mixture (#623)
failed to homogenize after l2l days. The formation
of considerable amounts of lJspr"*, suggests that

eventually this experiment might homogenize. The
reasons for the more sluggish reaction rate (com-
pared to #575) are unclear: both mechanical mixtures
were made from the same batches of Uspro and
Uspro, both were ground for the same length of time,
and both appear to have similar grain sizes (all grains
< l0 p,m, most less than 5 pm).

Homogenization experiments at 540-570'C all
yielded results similar to those of #623: two new
spinels (approx. IJsprz-:s and Usprr-oo) formed; the
initial Uspro disappeared completely, whereas the
original Usp,o decreased in amount bfi did not ap'
pear to change in composition. This latter aspect of the
experiments is very similar to the results of Vincent
et al. (1957). In view of the near-consistency of the
results-which appear to be independent of run du-
ration-it is tempting to conclude that there is a two-
phase field lying between approximately Usp$ and
Usp' at 540-570'C (Fig. l).

Price has suggested (rersonal communication,
l98l) that the failure of Nos. 576 and 577 to homoge-
ntze may be due to kinetic factors rather than to
equilibrium. His calculations, based on a simple dif-
fusion model, suggest that 66 days would not be ade-
quate for the attainment of equilibrium at 560 and
540'C. However, the same calculation also suggests
that equilibrium should not have been approached in
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Fig. 1. Results of experiments on the Mt-Usp miscibility gap.
Inward-pointing arrows show the results of dissolving experiments
on mechanical mixtures of Uspl6 and Usps6. Crossed rectangles
show essential homogenization. The pair of arrows pointing
toward Usp at 5600 results from an exsolution experiment that
also underwent reduction. Width of data symbols shows the
uncertainty ia composition. Uncertainty in temperature is three
times the height of the symbols. Numbers at right show duration
of the experiments in days. Dashes show the inferred miscibility
gap that is permitted-but not strictly required-by the data.

5l days at 580oC-yet #575 nearly homogenized.
Thus, the diffirsion calculations do not give a defini-
tive answer. Perhaps the presence of minor ileminite
in Nos. 5'76 and.577 served to inhibit diffusion.

The experiments that attempted to exsolve single-
phase spinels at best provide only marginal evidence
that the miscibility gap extends as high as 540-
570'C. Nos. 579 and 580 (Uspo, at 5600 and 540oC,
respectively) still show peaks centered around those
for Uspor, but the peaks are slightly broader and the
Kc, and Ka, separation has become less distinct reld-
tive to the starting material. The changes are most
unlikely to be due to oxidation, since the buffer as-
semblage iron * magnetite.was maintained through-
out these experiments. These X-ray results suggest
that either spinodal decomposition or exsolution may
have begun-but the changes in the X-ray peaks are
too small to be definitiye. These samples would appear
to be prime candidates for study by transmission
electron microscopy!

The remaining exsolution run (#631) provides
slightly better, but still not conclusive, evidence for a
two-phase field at 560oC. The initial composition
(Usprr) was chosen to test the suggestion by Vincent
et al. (1957) that the miscibility gap is strohgly asym-
metric toward magnetite. Had the initial composition

been retained, the change would almost certainly
have remained a single phase, since homogenization
runs at that temperature produced spinels close to
Usprr. But the Ar plus the 30-50Vo H, pressure me-
dium employed in lieu of an oxygen buffer reduced
the charge, producing some Feo and driving the bulk
composition of the remaining spinel to approxi-
mately fJspoo-.r. Most of this new spinel is a homoge-
neous phase with X-ray peaks corresponding to
flsprr*,i but there are also smaller amounts of a
spinel with composition lJsper*+. Because both prod-
uct spinels were formed by reaction from one direc-
tion (i.e., from an FerOo-rich phase), this run is not
strictly an exsolution experiment. Nevertheless, its
relatively good agreement with the dissolving experi-
ments supports the suggestion that there is a mis-
cibility gap in the pure FerOo-FerTiOo system at
560'C (Fig. l).

Discussion

I am not disputing Price's experimental results; he
appears definitely to have homogenized natural Mt-
Usp intergrowths down to 490oC. The compositions
of his samples project inside the miscibility gap sug-
gested here in Figure l. The minor constituents in his
samples may be the cause of the discrepancy. Much
of the AlrO, doubtless remains in the pleonaste la-
mellae and thus should not affect the Mt and Usp
phases. But much of the MgO probably resides in
those phases and might affect the miscibility gap.

Conclusions

l. Hydrothermal experiments on the Mt-Usp join
suggest-but do not prove-the existence of a mis-
cibility gap for the pure Fe,Oo-FerTiOo join. The
consolute point would appear to lie at 565+l5oC and
at approximately MtrrUsp45. However, there are no
unequivocal exsolution experiments to prove this
suggestion, and the results at 540-570" may simply
reflect non-attainment of equilibrium, with the cog-
solute point lying at lower temperatures.

2. Price's homogenization experiments at 490"C
can be reconciled with the present results if the sev-
eral percent MgO in his natural specimens strongly
depresses the miscibility gap.

3. The present results support the idea of an asym-
metric miscibility gap as advanced by Yincent et,al.
(1957), although the asymmetry is not so extreme as
those authors suggested.

4. It seems clear that more work rrust be done be-
fore we understand the nature of the miscibility gap,
either in natural or in synthetic systems.
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